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CONCEi’i‘RATION
IP'AGINATION AND \‘lILL‘
‘XCE - THE CREATIVE INDIVIDUALITY
PRESIa
CONTACT
Today we shall start with the very first exercises.

as if they were now.

The real artist has to dovolop many

abilities in his spirit and soul and body, and one of the
most important abilities is the ability of concentration.
We shall start with this exerciso.

CONCIﬂ‘iTRATIONI

In spite of what we know of concentration, pretend
that you do not know anything, therefore, if I tell you some-

thing do it as a new thing (but at: the same time do not forget what you already know).

Concentration of attention is the name for a cortain state of mind which means concentrating with. all the

pouoru no possess as human beings. ‘ Concentration of atten—
tion seems so simple. but psychologically it is the concen-

tration of all posui‘blo p:.Iors no have in our spiritual life.
To be concentrated on something means not only to ho able to

think of it in a curtain spasm way as we know it (thinking
as imagining) but at the same [time to feel the objective and
at the some tino to wish. to dooire to 515; it.
powers are coming together actively:

feeling and willing.

Three main

thinking or imagining,

when all throe of them are together

working on something, that is concentration.

To look at
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something. to hear something. it is not yet
concentration.

Ylo distinguish between single reception of impression
s which
is always passive. and being concentrated on somethin
g which
means for us an absolutely active state.

Absolutely Active

in every eeneo of the word.
IMAGINATION ILND WILLI

_

will you please try to concentrate on something
that 15' very simple, but do it consciouoly.
imagine the thing'which is quite visible.

First of all,
If we are look-

ing at it tho simple process of reception ha
s nothing yet
to do with real concentrationl oflzcourse.
it can be like a
door to concentration. but if you have an
image to concentrate on. you have to be able to concentrate ri
ght array with
your imagination or thinking.

Take this thing md'conccntmto on it with your
imsgination.
the thing.

To imagine something in our sense is M

will you please. by looking at it. try
to do it
as if you are creating this thing at th
e moment you are looking at it. How, will you add your fo
olMs to it. It does
not necessarily mean that you must have
pain or Joy. There
must be a. feeling of the shade, weight.
color, etc.
I would
not recommend you to shut your eyes.
By looking at it try
to imagine it as if you are M it.
Then add your will to
it. that means to take it, to have it,
to do it. Imagination
and will are always working together. Ne
w will you please do
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Try to free your head, \your brain.

Gradually stop and

look at it.
Now. realize more and more what concentration -

concentration with our whole being and whole body - is.

This is\tho rain pom we have: to. under-stand from 1:531 con—
centration.

No are not concentrating with our brain activ—

ity. nor with our senooa. ;but with our-:‘ohoio creative being.
This ability to be concentrated with our whole boing is the

only one that can ho uoc'o 'by on artistrboéauso such kind of
concentration awakens pGTIOl‘S in us, and the other kind. the
concentration with our brain only. robs us of crontivo power.

Pretend you are hearing it for tho first timo and take it
quite fresh.

Exorcinoa;
.P-Iove about quite freely. keeping the some objective
in your being. ‘ This in again proof or evidenco of how impor—

tant it in that you who always the same thihgs as if they
are not). because our super-conscious life elaborates it.

Now

I son the result of our efforts after mny months.
staccato and legato egercise;

Try first of all to make the effort to realize that
we are now living in the world of staccato.

Try to get up

inwardly before you will got up with other means of expression.

First. hear the music and do it inwardly with your fun activ-
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By the condition that you are sending out your whole

activity - everything out - only in your imagination.

In

our spirit we are staccato and we are sending out this kind
of activity. and, therefore. our body follows and not that
we are ﬁushing our body - our spirit is flying out and our
body is following after.

This is a great truth for the ec-

tor to rely on his spiritual activity and not his body.

PRESENCE - THE CREATIVE INDIVIDUALITYI
The presence of the individual on the stage. the

power of our creative individuality, our presence.

We have

no "part" at the moment. thareforq. we have to send out our
active creative presence, not as an evil power to dominate.
but our individual creative power - something which is def—

initely good and not indefinite. because our creative individuality is good and not bad.

Do it again. very much

staccato, without softness.
Now, I will count to ten.

will you please change

entirely the world in which you are living. and be in the
world of legato where everything is flowing. slowly like a

growing plant.
ative legato.

We have to do it in tremendous tempo - crei want you to give everything out so that you

will get the feeling of certain warmth and life moving in
atroame.~ Do it with your inner activity. and the body will

follow it.

Do the same in quicker tempo and try to realize
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that you are sending out your activity - that you are not
moving your body.

When I move my body in the style of stac-

cato or legutc this in quite another thing, but I have to
send out my artistic creative activity always on the stage.
and I hove to develop a very fine feeling that my body moves
because of my ability to mend out my activity.

I am not

moving my body. I am mending out my activity and. therefore,

my well—trained hody moves with this harmony.
Send out your activity by the-first movement for;
ward.

Remember our rhythmic exorcise when ecmothing is en-

perionced an the whoio. 'Do it comtlately - everything out.
You will then got the r891 creative plcnnuro when you are

giving.

CONTACT:

_.‘
We ahall start with Q very simple form. finding

the contact inwardly. .Don't flounder - you have to be quite
conscious by trying to establish the contact, otherwise it
is floundering.
Throwing the ball 50 that everybody is active anh
in harmony with the tune this ball gives us.
with each other and with the ball.

more contact

hero spirit - do not act

any feelings. simply be able to respond and react to all
these movements.

On the basis of this contact. build two groups of
structures.

Try to get the gesture which lives here and

O
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with your body. not with

